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Uniden dc115 dash camera manual
DC360 Remove Micro SD Cards from DC360. Using an SD Card Reader or adapter, insert the Micro SD card into the reader and then into the Internet-accessible computer. Download the firmware data file to the Micro SD card. Remove the Micro SD card from the reader. Make sure the DC360 is powered off. Insert Micro SD into the
DC360. Power on the vehicle. THE DC360 should include (if not, turn on Power On). The installation automatically is. After opening the screen you will see FW UPDATE .... and the update takes about 1 minute. The device will be disabled after the work is complete. Turn off the vehicle and remove the Micro SD card. Using an SD Reader
card or adapter, insert a Micro SD card into the reader and then into the computer. Find a removable disk (SD Card) and delete the hincam.brn file. Remove the SD card from the reader and reinstall it in the DC360. Power ON and reset the date and time. The firmware update is completed and should show the V20190824.01 Uniden
Driving Recorder Player for CAM 650 - SIP Uniden Driver's Recorder Player for CAM 945 - SIP Uniden Driver's Recorder Player for DC1 - SIP Uniden Driving Recorder Player for DC10GT - SIP Uniden Driving Recorder Player for DC2 - Sip Uniden Driving Recorder Player for DC3 - Sip Uniden Driving Recorder Player for DC4GT - Sip
Shock Sensor - Shock Sensor Detects Sudden Acceleration , violation or impact, and blocks the video file. This automatically protects the most important video clips from being rewritten when the memory card ends in free space. It also runs a recording in parking monitoring mode. Parking Monitoring - If the impact sensor detects a
impact, it turns on the camera and recorded a short video clip. The camera then shuts down again to save the battery. It helps if your parked car has been hit. Motion Detection - If enabled, the camera only records when it sees something moving. If the picture doesn't change, nothing is recorded. It is useful to keep space on the memory
card, then your car is stationary. HDMI - This is a digital interface to connect the camera to a modern flat screen TV to see your video in razor sharp Full HD. AV Out - This is an analog interface for connecting the camera to old TVs and VCRs. Driving AIDS - The built-in processor can analyze the video feed, and it can alert the driver as
needed. For example, if you forget to turn on the headlights, or you follow another car too close, it will warn you. If you stopped at an intersection and the car in front you moved, but you did not - it can gently inform you. Backup Camera - With an extra backup camera, you can clearly see what's behind your car when you're backing up.
The backup camera is usually installed directly above the rear So it gives you a much better view than through the rearview mirrors or rear window. GPS tracking - GPS GPS (also known as GPS logging and GPS positioning) is a unit in the device that uses the Global Positioning System (GPS) to determine the exact location of the device
it is attached to. Tire cameras use satellite communications to record the exact position and time (and therefore speed) of your vehicle throughout the journey. It records location data at regular intervals, which can result in them being superimposed on the background of the map at a later date for analysis. GPS Navigation - GPS
navigation, like GPS tracking, uses the Global Positioning System (GPS) to determine the exact location of the device it is attached to. However, unlike GPS tracking, GPS navigation uses pre-installed map software to provide accurate directions for the driver. GPS navigation often provides instructions to the driver in the form of a human
voice (audio) or it displays them in a human readable format (visual) for the driver to read (while parked!). These devices often have additional benefits such as alternative routes, points of interest and nearby amenities. High Definition - High Definition Video (HD) video is higher-resolution than standard. There is no absolute definition of
standard resolution, but overall high definition video footage with more than 720 horizontal lines in the US. High-definition cameras offer better resolution, color accuracy and increased frame rate, allowing any surveillance footage to serve as both a suitable deterrent and as evidence. Motion Detection - Motion Detection is the ability of a
dash cam to detect a change in its position in relation to its environment (or, alternatively, a change in the environment). If someone crashes into your parked car or you have a different kind of accident, then motion detection will result in your camera being activated and start recording. Loop Recording - Cyclical Recording allows the
camera to automatically record old frames; When the memory card is full of video data, the device will immediately and smoothly start writing old data, unless otherwise stated. Once you've set up a loop recording combined with an automatic run, you don't have to waste time messing with the camera unless there's an incident and you
need to save the footage. The G-Sensor crash sensor (also known as: G-sensor) - The crash sensor detects the level of gravitational force (g of force), which is a measure of acceleration felt as weight. This happens when your car supports exposure; When this happens, the camera will automatically protect the last files, so they can't be
deleted. You can feel security, knowing that no matter the truth, you have proof. Dual Camera - Double camera models have both a front and rear lens, allowing the camera to record both front and back. Some dual camera models have two built-in lenses, while others have Separate cameras, providing slightly better rear frames. These
separate dual cameras give you the ability to adjust the secondary lens anywhere on the rear windshield for better vision (also useful when reversing or parallel parking). Auto Power On / Automatic Initiation - Automatic Initiation Cameras will start as soon as the ignition is turned on (and power is delivered to the device). They can also be
installed to initiate recording at launch, making managing the device extremely easy. Mega pixels - The pixel is the smallest element of the image. The megapixel is one million pixels. There is a vital link between a resolution, such as 1080P, a megapixel number, a sensor, and a processor. By and large in the dash cam, the higher the
number of megapixels, the wider the viewing capacity i.e. the more road is visible and you are more likely to catch details such as license plates. Night Vision - Night vision is the ability of the camera to adequately record clear shots at night using infrared technology. If you find yourself often driving in the dark (quite inevitable in Northern
Europe), then this opportunity may be necessary. Screensaver - Like a computer, the screen saver function will turn off the display after a period of inactivity predetermined by the user. The device will continue to record with the screen turned off; It is an energy saving tool and is important for drivers who may feel that the screen can
distract them while they are driving. Screen Display - Dash cameras may or may not have a display screen to view the footage. Some of the smaller dash cams do not contain a screen and this is not necessary for your protection (as you can still transfer data to view on a separate device). However, the display screen can be useful in the
event of an accident, as some devices can be removed from the vehicle and used to show other parties (including the police) exactly what happened. Processor - The processor determines the performance of the camera's CPU ( processor). While the processor is important, the quality of the extra metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
sensor and lens are equally important. The resulting different dash cam, with the same processor, can have a significant difference in image quality. Exit warning system - In the terminology of road transport, the lane warning system is a mechanism designed to alert the driver when the vehicle starts to exit its lane (unless the turn signal is
in this direction) on motorways and arterial roads. These systems are designed to minimize accidents by addressing the root causes of collisions: driver, distractions and drowsiness. The home 1080p 30fps dash cam with the front and rear camera Uniden DC115 offers performance capabilities of front and rear recording. Great for
professional taxi drivers, taxi taxis or just protect yourself in motion, the DC115 comes fully loaded with the features you need. Product Review Dual Camera Lens 120 Wide-angle front and rear 1080p recording 330 rotary lower camera Loop recording G-sensor w/Collision Detection Detection Detection 2.7 color LCD screen Built into the
microphone Internal Rechargeable Battery Record 8GB microSD card (included) Plug and play easy settings Features Download 3 3 3 3 3 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 This website or its third-party tools use the cookies that are necessary for its operation and are necessary to achieve the goals, illustrated
in the policy of cookies. If you want to know more or withdraw your consent to all or some cookies, please refer to the cookie policy. By closing this banner, scrolling through the page, clicking on the link, or continuing to view otherwise, you agree to use cookies. Same every day Low PricesFree at $35 eligible orders You will lose NextDay
delivery if your shopping cart contains one or more items not marked NextDay eligible. The next day and the next day ! NextDay and 2Day 2Day throughout the orderY will not receive NextDay delivery on this order because your trolley contains goods (s) that are not NextDay right. If you want NextDay, we can save other items for later.
Yes-Save My Other Items for LaterNextDay - NextDay - NextDay! NextDay - 2Day - 2Day on all orderOops - is past time to deliver NextDay by tomorrow. Order by and we can deliver your NextDay items by. You won't get NextDay delivery on this order because your trolley contains an item (s) that doesn't have NextDay right. In your
shopping cart, save another item (s) for later to get NextDay delivery. The next day and the next day ! The next day - 2Day - 2Day all over the order We moved your product (s) to Saved for Later.Oops! There was a problem with saving your item (s) for later. You can go to the basket and save for later there. Walmart is here to help make
every day easier. UnidenAbout This item We aim to show you accurate product information. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here and we haven't checked it out. UNIDEN DC115 DASHCAMUniden DC115 Dash CameraDue to federal restrictions, this item cannot be returned by mail. For more information, please
visit our check-in policy. FeaturesNo features a description available FromBrandUnidenAssembled Product Sizes (L x W x H)3.45 x 6.85 x 5.45 inchesI love Uniden dash cam! Helpful? Works great, it has servers aiming to protecing itself when I'm Uber and Lyft.Helpful? Love it! Use it every time I leave my house. May 28, 2019 I use this
camera already 3 No problem. One of them complains about it's just recording when something is in motion in front of it (because you have a motion sensor setting up on a dummy). The other one I don't like his record front and back and not wide enough (turn the lens forward and you get a bigger picture of the front and you won't be
recorded). A reliable camera and perfect for a rideshare because it records the road and me and the passengers. Helpful? November 16, 2019Kamer aspect is in itself good with this dash cam. This would get 5 starts if the camera mounting part of that slide fit better. I would drive down the road and it would slide off causing it to fall. The
mountain to the window was great. After falling so many times it won't stay in grief anymore as the shelter cracks. I probably got defective, but the part of the camera worked well and recorded a great one. Helpful? Customer AGet specific information about this product from customers who own it. Memory card he comes with it
LeannaJanuary 29, 20201 Answer1. Yes, it comes with an SD card. Helpful?1 AnswerMine says memory error is why SCOTTDecember 18, 20190 Answers00 AnswersDoes this camera to control your car when parking. i.e. to record vandalism. By randallDecember 31, 20190 Answers00 AnswersWalmart Protection PlansMost items
come with a limited manufacturer warranty. Adding a Walmart protection plan adds additional protection from the purchase date. Walmart's protection plans cover the total cost of repairing or replacing products, as well as covering the cost of shipping to the exchange. Options and prices of the Walmart protection plan can be found on the
product page as well as in your shopping cart. Go towww.walmart.com/protectionto see all the coverage offered for each product. You can view your Walmart protection plan after you purchase the Walmart Hub.Product Protection Plan.Product:Warranty Information:Warranty Policy Most new Uniden products have a manufacturer's
warranty for one year from the date of purchase. Please keep a receipt to confirm your purchase. For more information, you can get warranty documents included in the product. Have you already purchased your product? Walmart's protection plan can be added within 30 days of purchase. Click here to add a plan. webapp branch
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